
Statement 

 
Philosophy and ornaments as art forms attract my attention already long time ago. Within my 
studies in biology and architecture those were enhanced and became adjacent sources of my 
work. They describe terms of space and architecture on the one hand side and form, ornament 
and natural forms on the other. Ornaments a form ambiguous between abstraction and 
real/reality are in their two- and three-dimensional forms always spatial realizations. They 
became parts of transformations in my artworks, leading towards spatial forms of different 
scales of the Architectonical. 

In my studies with Prof. Franz Erhardt Walther at the School of Fine Arts(HfbK), Hamburg, I 
could got deeper into these spatial analysis by experiments, research and reflexions, f.e. how 
does a special spatial form influences the spectators? Which social dimensions are derived 
from a specific space, like the curved space as a pure architectonical form?  
Other questions are those after the relations of scale and landscape, material and space, 
space and light, space and surrounding space and landscape. 
Those spaces are always social, because the body itself is spatial and referential towards 
space. So the social dimension of space and the architectonical is immediately given to the 
human/spectator. It only exist by this relation as an act.  
So, the circle is going to be closed by natural forms, ornaments architecture, Art-in-Nature and 
the spatial experiences of humans. 
 
Into Environmental Art/Art-in-Nature I came by Herman Prigann (1942-2008). There, the use of 
the ephemeral, its metamorphotic potential in changing forms by processes influenced my 
attitudes as well, although it is nowadays often difficult to built installations with this focus, 
because f.e. questions of security are immediately posed. Also the site-specifity came more 
into my focus as well. 
So, I make site specific, spatial compositions for humans, which are pure architectonical, just 
spaces of experience of the space and v.v. oneself. These spaces are mostly Pavillon-like 
structures, more precisely: contemporary hermitages, combining all different artistic 
intentions. 
Besides the big-scaled works in the landscape, in smaller scale there are other architectonical 
works and objects I develop. 
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